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A message from Ianthe Brautigan-Swensen who visited us in June 2012.

The Brautigan Book Club (BBC) was launched in Jan 2012 and has met
once a month since. On average, we give the floor over to 3 guests & 25
people attend each meeting. 102 blog posts have been viewed 165 times each,
totaling approximately 17,000 views of the site in a mere 11 months. Messages
arrive from across the globe - Brockley, Bristol, Cardiff, Manchester, Dublin,
L.A., San Francisco, Vancouver, Japan, & Sydney - and Irish Chris, member of
the Bethnal Green Working Men’s Club and an angel of sorts, presses scrawled
notes into my hand containing thoughts on books he’s been inspired to dream
by.
There’s something special about this book club...
Is it a book club? Yes! A disparate bunch got together over beer & Brautigan.
Most had never even been near a book club before. I like to think we’ve
created the best book club ever.
I love BBC meetings because there’s always free snacks, music, art, alcohol,
people who aren’t too frightening & because I don’t ever have to know
anything or be anyone to attend. Wearing my Brautigang badge marks one of
my most profound, delightful and love-filled journeys yet.
This booklet is a compilation of pieces in response to Brautigan, instigated by
the BBC. It’s been produced in conjunction with our final meeting of 2012
which uses his novel So The Wind Won’t Blow It All Away as a starting point. It
also serves to commemorate the year, highlights of which include flying the
incredibly wonderful & warm-hearted Ianthe Brautigan-Swensen over for the
inaugural Dinefwr Lit Festival in Wales where we chased escaped pigs and set
a Brautigan pomegranate tree the task of growing.
It’s pretty impossible to represent the sheer amount of magic I’ve encountered
via the Brautigan Book Club within these few pages. I very much hope you’ll
take a wander through our catacombs, the website which is rife with treasures www.brautiganbookclub.co.uk - and that you’ll say hello sometime.
In the meantime, I hope you’ll enjoy the little journey I’ve put together for you.
Vera Chok
vera@brautiganbookclub.co.uk
Why start the Brautigan Book Club?
Here’s where I wrote about my reasons why:
http://readinggroups.org/tips/why-start-the-brautigan-book-club-bbc.html

Jessie Greengrass had the brilliant idea of obtaining American Dust to give out during
our November gathering, the last of the year. We got in touch with the wonderful
Ted Latty, a collector of Brautigan ephemera based in California. Ted immediately
posted us American dust (pictured above). He also contacted
William ‘Gatz’ Hjortsberg, who has very kindly allowed us to include the excerpt
below which describes how Ted came to acquire a large part of his collection:
“Mike owned a tangerine-coloured hot rod, a car customised into a truck. He loaded
all Richard’s boxes, stuffed with manuscripts, letters, contracts, Digger handouts,
galley proofs, old receipts, cancelled checks, passports, batches of photographs - his
“total career”, into the back and drove it to Colorado. Where “The Alaskan”
deposited Richard’s archive remained a mystery.
It lay undiscovered for years until 1996, where Ted Latty, a prominent L.A. attorney
and avid Brautigan collector, saw the trove advertised for sale on the Internet. Latty
was in Colorado Springs on business. In mid-March, he drove his rental car several
hundred miles to the old uranium mining town of Nucla, northwest of Telluride near
the Utah border. The place sat a mile above sea level, boasting a population of about
five hundred.
Ted located the archive’s current owner, who worked in the town’s only grocery
store, The guy took him next door to a boarded-up drinking establishment, where all
the cartons sat stacked on the bar. Latty spent hours examining the stuff, carrying
boxes one at a time to the sidewalk, where he could look through their contents in
the cold winter daylight. The attorney negotiated a price driving away with the
treasure stash, which found a permanent home in an unused office at his law firm.” from Jubilee Hitchhiker, Hjortsberg, 2012

“So the wind won’t blow it all away
Dust...American...Dust...”
Our site www.brautiganbookclub.co.uk contains images of beautiful and rare
Brautigan ephemera that Ted finds particularly exciting.

Rishi Dastidar was our guest at the very first meeting in Feb 2012. I happen to
know that he wonders if there should be more moustaches in poetry...
The result of his scribbling below is online at www.brautiganbookclub.co.uk

“I’m writing a poem about optimism. It’s going to make me a millionaire.” - Tim Wells

The first Brautigan I read was So the Wind Won’t Blow it All Away. It was only a
coincidence, a chance reading. A friend picked a book for me, I picked a book for him.
He chose Brautigan because he liked the cover. I chose Pynchon for much the same
reason. I read it and loved it. There was something about Brautigan that I couldn’t quite
put my finger on. Something special that wriggled in my brain.
A few years later I found The Abortion in a charity shop. I was only there
because I was early for a job interview and needed to kill time. I loved The Abortion
even more. I gave it to a friend to read, he passed it to his brother when he finished. I
like to think that it’s still being passed around and I wonder where it is now. I know it’s
gone as far as Hamburg.
About a year ago I had my heart broken. Badly broken. The guy was a douche.
He wouldn’t even read The Abortion, thought it sounded like hippy bullshit. He was
the only reason I came to London. So I was small-town girl stuck in a big city with a
broken heart. A friend of a friend also had a broken heart and we consoled each other
with cinema trips and pub lunches. She’d never read Brautigan but loves Gruff Rhys,
she heard about the BBC launch and we decided to go. Some one handed me Love
Poem on the way in and I knew I was in the right place.
It might just be coincidence but something draws me ever closer to this
strange, tall man. I’m tethered to Brautigan and I’d never want to break those ties now.
Brautigan and this book club have been an immense comfort and inspiration to
me over the past year. Brautigan helped to heal my broken heart. In fact, Richard
Brautigan saved my life. Let’s not get into the (literally) depressing detail but I’m still
here, and part of the reason is my man Brautigan.
Oh and just so you know I fell in love again recently. His favourite book is
Dreaming of Babylon.
Victoria Manifold
One of the many odd things about the life of Richard Brautigan is that nobody knows
exactly when it ended. As his daughter Ianthe recalls at the beginning of her memoir, You
Can’t Catch Death, when he shot himself, in 1984, he was living alone, and it is unclear how
long the body had to wait before somebody came along and found it. But the writer knew
they would come: “Messy, isn’t it?”, reads Brautigan’s last, not particularly funny joke, a
suicide note.*
That final, untimely mystery cane to mind the first time I attended a meeting of the
Brautigan Book Club. In theory, I was there to support the guest speaker and the other friends
who had organized the meeting. None of them had been in a book club before, but that didn’t
matter: they wanted this one to be more creative than critical (and joining a club devoted to a
single author implied a certain level of critical or uncritical commitment, in any case).
Brautigan’s work was to serve as inspiration for their own, whatever that was: art, music,
poetry. And besides, we could see that a Brautigan revival was on the way, thanks to a
biography (Jubilee Hitchhiker by William Hjortsberg) and Jarvis Cocker’s introduction to the
forthcoming Canongate edition of Sombrero Fallout (in which a sombrero does indeed fall out
of the sky). What more was needed?
* The matter of the suicide note’s existence was later revealed to be an urban myth.

(cont.p.15)

My first encounter with Richard Brautigan was through his poetry. And
one of the first poems I read written by him was I’ve never had it done so gently
before, a short poem dedicated to M (presumably Marcia, to whom a few of
the poems are dedicated to) which features in The Pill versus The Springhill
Mine Disaster.
I’ve never had it done so gently before is a poem that speaks with awe,
gratitude and tenderness about a blowjob - I refuse to use the term fellatio, this
is not a poem about fellatio, this is a poem about a blowjob.
Castles made of honey swirling around a penis “like sunlight on the wings of
birds”. I have never read a poem about a blowjob before --or anything on the
matter, that conveyed such sweetness, simplicity and honesty. Reading this
poem made me feel happy and grateful. I want to thank Brautigan for writing
like this about sex, when so much that is written about sex leaves tenderness,
profound intimacy and marvel out of the equation.
I’ve never had it done so gently before made me think of another great poem,
one written in Spanish by the wonderful Jose Watanabe, a Japanese-Peruvian
poet. The little frog is a poem about a woman’s clitoris. The verses convey to us
an atmosphere of sweet intimacy, where both the woman and her clitoris are
loved, and the little jumping frog is a capricious and playful entity that brings
joy to both. This is a poem written with delicacy, is a poem anchored in the
vulnerability and wonder of flesh, is a poem that makes you smile, much like
Brautigan’s poem.
I sometimes like to indulge in the richness of poetic language, when I feel the
words bubbling up on the page and brewing an existential storm. I also enjoy
witnessing and partaking in the acrobatics of words, the clever somersaults of

imagery that light sparkles in my brain. Yet, when I read something
simple, direct, tender and profoundly human, like much of Brautigan’s
poetry, I feel humbled by the courage of what just dares to be.
Daniella Valz Gen

I have always wanted to be a librarian,
or a Nun. Both have the common theme of
silence, of a holy respect for peace and
quiet, where the loudest sound will be the
turning of a page, or the ringing of a church
bell. And I also heard once that librarians get
paid a lot. Something to do with the council.
An unthinkably high wage for a job so
minimal in it's exertions. This has always
stayed with me. The idealist sloth in me
agrees that I should be richly rewarded for
guarding so many thousands of ideas and
characters, moments and meetings, births
and deaths. It's 1993. Mum, I'd like to be a
Nun, I said, and she sighed and closed her
From Nathan Penlington’s
eyes.
Teenage Magic Poetry Diary
But you don't believe in God, she said.

Lyrics to Pancake Lady
Pancake Lady, Pancake Lady
can't tell her grin from her frown
she so thin
she so round
don't know her up from her down
Pancake Lady, Pancake Lady
take her by the leg
take her by the arm
spin her 'round/let her go
she so flat
she slid under your lounge
Pancake Lady, Pancake Lady
fell in love with a man so thin
married Bell Rope Jim
looks are hair and bone
almost calico skin
Bell Rope Jim, Bell Rope Jim
he and Pancake Lady
touch tummies
loving chances for Bellcake Baby

Mum, I want to live in a convent, I said, but
maybe not as a Nun, I'd like to be the
librarian in the convent library.
But you've never read the Bible, she said.
I'm 8, I said, and Dad's Jewish.
You're not very Practical are you? she said,
but I couldn't let that pass.
Did you not see what I made in CDT? I said.
It's a wooden game for children. It pops up
when you pull the pegs out. That's Practical.
Give it to your first niece or nephew and see
if your sister thanks you, she said.
I'll work in the courtyard of a monastery, I
said. It won't matter that I'm not really
convinced He's there. I can grow vegetables
for the Monks and listen to their chants.
You're a hermit aren't you, she said.
I am a hermit, I said. I want to be. But I'll
wash everyday and keep a clean cave.
She said, you're a strange one.

wriggly linen kisses
for hours and hours
and ours.

I said, you made me.

Daniel Hogan

Gloria Sanders

“I will have written a poem about time travel.” - Tim Wells

A human shadow on
The internet.
I drew him then, as best
I could, which isn't saying
Much, extending
His arm, the telephone
A gift on a coiling lead,
Expecting me . . . .
PJ Carnehan

From Nathan Penlington’s Teenage Magic Poetry Diary

From Nathan Penlington’s
Teenage Magic Poetry Diary

I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A BOTTLE OF CASTOR OIL,
ONE CHOCOLATE PURGATIVE, A SEDATIVE, A TONIC,
A LAXATIVE, A GOOD ANTISEPTIC AND A DIAPHORETIC
you have actually a selection of the most essential things
early, at five
the orchestra is going to play
flyweight, bantamweight, featherweight, welterweight, cruiserweight
that will improve its condition
what's your pleasure?
i like it rather weak
there is no fault with the cloth
doesn't that turkey look good?
it is time to light up
the twentieth century
please remember me to your sister
rapid single-stroke wind lever locks the shutter
the air is automatically air-conditioned
who is ringing the bell?
do you cover yourself with a blanket or a counterpane?
i'm up a tree
can you get New York?
my watch has stopped
yes, he went through the windshield
sometimes i play fencing, skating, hockey and tennis
divided casserole

look at the lovely shower curtain
from advertisements, you can make a list of possibilities then go around
to look at them
also, i won the 120-yard hurdles in 13.8 seconds
i forgot to mention the ladle
may i peek into your bathroom?
free translation gives us clear ideas
try to elbow your way
saltcellar, highballs, pepper-box
do you like this blonde wig?
here you are. be quick
if there is a mistake, gas escapes
it has a lovely eastern exposure
i'm up the spout
at Heliopolis, dear
you see the funnel?
it sticks in my craw!
fried and boiled
yes, the sound equipment was excellent
in the hall, at the back
the alarming clock rang at seven
neat curtains, beautiful pictures and a magnificent crystal chandelier
have you passed good time?
this meal needs a siesta
handkerchiefs with bobbin-lace, please
it throws its light only on your reading matter and will not bother your
neighbour
does the sea voyage agree with you?
you forgot all about the salad.
Daniel Hogan

“I’m writing a poem about Greek myths. It’s going to be epic.” - Tim Wells

Please Plant This Book is a folder of
poems & seeds created by Brautigan with
the help of the band Mad River. It was
distributed for free in 1968. The
Brautigan Book Club lovingly &
painstakingly recreated PPTB in 2012,
making it the first UK version.
Please Plant These Songs is a compliation
album with tunes inspired by PPTB. It
was the brainchild of stephenmcaines.
Download for free from https://
soundcloud.com/brautiganbookclub/sets/
please-plant-these-songs
Editor

calendula... cure me
calendula... cure everything
in a healing dream, I saw a field
and a writer walking through it
he looked at me in my misery
said, I got something for you
calendula, calendula... x 2
for this is the cure for that shadow in your
heart
and this flower’s fine for the patients in the
park
with the golden gates shining overhead
we can plant these seeds, Mad River said
and it goes to bed with the setting sun x 2
it goes to bed with the setting sun
and it is good for everyone...
stephenmcaines

NB These are the notes feverishly
dictated by stephenmcaines not long
after he and Galactus listened to Please
Plant These Songs, a mini-album
compiled as a tribute to, and halfimitation of, Richard Brautigan's Please
Plant This Book, during the summer of
2012. Galactus only said: "I'm hungry".
Song titles aside, there are only three full
stops, or what our American cousins
would like to call "periods", in each of
the following spewings of absurdity
1) Calendula. I realize now that those
bass rumblings at the beginning of my
song inspired by the last poem in RB's
Please Plant This Book, dismissed on
previous hearings by myself and a few
others, emanate from the traffic
outside the room where I recorded my
initial sketch for the song, and which
have survived as the deep-mumbling
background to one of the initial guitar
parts. Sorry. But it's maybe a happy
accident
2) Please plant this song. This is the
exciting part. The Lovely Eggs kick off
this set of six tracks with a raucous
and brain-ransacking giant of a song,
complete with burning, delay-effected
calls into delirium.
3) Shasta daisy. Certain people I know of
will express their vanity reflectively –
that is, by praising or over-praising
their friends. Martin Austwick is a
wonderful songwriter, and we're very
lucky to have his music in the set.
How can I prove that I'm not merely
an egotist if not simply by than
recommending that you go and put
me to the test by seeking out The
Sound of the Ladies, as Martin's music
makes itself known on the information
super-highway, for yourself?

4) Santa Lucia fir. Hang on. That siren suggests that, like me, Treecreeper record their
Brautigan-notes in a room just off a significant, if not a major, London artery. I, er, dig
the reverb and the acceleration towards the end of this moody play on "a book
turned by / loving hands into life"!
5) Week of pines. A friend of mine, when we were teenagers, spent a good long time,
or what felt to all concerned like a good long time, besotted with a dumpy harpist
from Switzerland. He came from the woodwind section, and had something of the
deportment of a bassoon. "I thank the energy, the gods, and the theater of
history . . . ."
6) Greenlands. With the departure of the HGVs and the police comes the rain
pouring its incalculable odds into the floodplain. James Murray is, like Martin,
somebody very important to me personally, as he got me into this mess in the first
place, it's probably unfair to say, and kept me there by agreeing to work with me
again a few years ago. I sit alone, in the dark at night, thinking of the wonder of it all,
these fine minds, namely Jim's, Georgia's, Martin's, Will's, Holly's, David's, finally
that of RB himself, all hell-bent on sweet heavenly acts of creation – do not say there
is a god, for there is none, but there are writers and artists and musicians and
painters. And won't that do?
www.pleaseplantthisbook.com
stephenmcaines

I Think Of You When I Should Be
Reading
A collection of music designed to stimulate the
rebel; to burst your dams & to evoke your inner
Bill Murray
Nils Frahm - Corn
The Chantays - Pipeline
Vivien Goldman - Launderette
Townes Van Zandt - Waitin' around to die
Frida Hyvönen - Once I Was A Serene Teenage Child (Live)
Broadcast - Man is not a Bird
Jim Morrison - An American Prayer
Sigue Sigue Sputnik - Love Missile F1-11
Siouxsie & The Banshees - Hong Kong Garden [Top Of The Pops - 1978]
James Holden - Lump
Rough Fields - The Harbour Wall
Woody Guthrie - Poor Boy
Laura Veirs Pink Light - 3rd place
Gang of Four - Ether
Lord Spoon & David - Woman A love In The Night Time
Malvina Reynolds - Little Boxes
John Coltrane - Resolution
YouTube

http://bit.ly/BrautiZine1

@MattHope_

Pale Marble Movie

from Hardest Part Rising, Issue 22, The Richard Brautigan Special, ed. Tim Wells, 2000

Steve Cannon is one of the mainstays of New York City’s poetry scene. He owns the
Tribes gallery and venue, edits the Gathering of the Tribes magazine and, most
importantly, shouts at bad poetry.
Steve was quite amazed when he asked me which American poets I liked and
I mentioned Richard Brautigan. “Damn,” he said, “...I’ve only heard two people
mention that motherfucker in ten years, and you’re English!”
Steve said that he met Richard in the 60s and I asked him some questions
about those times.
“I’d read his work, The Pill vs the Springhill Mining Disaster, and the previous
novels. I was in Timms St. between 2nd-3rd then. Richard came to visit New York and
I met him over in St Marks, the poetry place.”
Was he reading in New York?
“No, he didn’t read. He was heavily into movies, Hitchcock mostly. He was
informed about contemporary writing, Pynchon - what was going on. This was the
late 60s, ‘68 I think. Politics were pretty heavy then. Richard was an easy-going guy
and he mostly talked about movies. The brief time I was with him we talked about
film and writing.”
Who was reading his books then?
“I was teaching at City University and used some of his work. The students
loved it. In the neighbourhood political activists were reading him. Women were
burning bras, blacks were complaining about their situation, and so the women were
too. Springhill was his statement about abortion. His stuff was taken as political.
Writers interested in contemporary literature read him. There was a dialogue
between the East and Eest coasts. California and New York, pretty much the same as
now. He was a big part of that dialogue and already had a New York audience.”
It’s interesting he was seen as so political, he’s not obviously so. He’s quite a
taciturn writer.
“Richard savoured his words. He used them well. The reason I was
introduced to his work was because of his economy. Writers now, especially the Slam
poets could do with some of that.”
Steve expressed how tragic Richard’s death was. He was pleased to hear that
Richard’s work is being published again in England and that there is a healthy interest
in his work here. Steve said that he was impressed how well read many of the English
poets he’d met were. American writers tend not to read in case it influences their
work.
“That’s exactly the reason they need to read!” he chuckled.
Tim Wells

(cont. from p.6)
Several months later, and meetings of the Brautigan Book Club are still being held in
the small basement room of the Bethnal Green Working Men’s Club, a venue with, mystifyingly,
a nautical theme. Here may be found the following: in one corner, a thick rope heaped in its
own coils; a fake-teak bar half-disguised as a catamaran, and a non-plussed barman, Eric;
small, twin barrels of wine, the respective temperature of each barrel burning below it on a
digital display; out of the gloom, the sweet sounds of the Beach Boys, possibly even “Sloop
John B”l and a dozen of us, missed-the-boat Beats.
At the first meeting, we gathered meekly around a pomegranate cake, some toy frogs
and a wooden box with a slot in the top and an inscription initing us to “Share your Thoughts”.
The cake turned out to be an ice-breaker: it was dished out, mid-discussion, by Fuchsia, the
young woman who chaired the event. Both the cake and the frogs turned out to be allusions to
the subject of the meeting. The book club aims to revisit each of Brautigan’s novels individually,
in order of publication. So we began with A Confederate General in Big Sur, the story of two
friends who leave San Francisco for the promised land of Big Sur, where they barely survive on
a diet of abalone and terrible home-made bread, and trawl the roadside for cigarette ends.
Fuchsia anticipated our collective interest in the chapter in which the narrator is driven to
reading Ecclesiastes by lamplight (“I do not think the Bible has ever truly adjusted to
electricity”) and counting the punctuation marks: she passed around a copy of the Bible with,
sure enough, the commas in Ecclesiastes marked on a piece of tipped-in tracing paper. “A
summary of my little columns would go something like this” the first chapter of Ecclesiastes has
57 punctuation marks and they are broken down into 22 commas, 8 semicolons, 8 colons, 2
question marks and 17 periods.” Bethnal Green was intrigued - why the deadpan interest in the
precision, numbers and repetition? “Certainly before they build a ship they know how many
rivets it takes to hold the ship together and the various sizes of the rivets. I was curious about
the number of rivets and the sizes of those rivets in Ecclesiastes, a dark and beautiful ship
sailing on our waters.” If this is Brautigan’s sly way of discussing his own craft, writing, by
metaphorical means - well, we certainly didn’t say as much. While some book clubs operate as
arenas for intellectual competition, we settled for applauding the sheer whimsy of it all.
We began, however, as every book club should: with a poetry reading and an item
from the New York Times. Rishi, the guest speaker, read out one of Brautigan’s poems, “March
18, Resting in The Maytag Homage”. “Looking out a hotel window / it’s snowing in New York
with / great huge snowflakes...” Which March 18 was that? As it happens, the New York Times
recently asked the same question, going to the trouble of calling the National Weather Service
in an attempt to answer it. Had the city turned white on March 18, 1969, or a year later, when
Brautigan was known to have been in town? Apparently not. Eventually, the trail led back to the
paper’s own archives: “Intermittent snow flurries driven by squalling winds swirled over the
metropolitan area through the day yesterday, at times creating the illusion of a big snowstorm”.
The “yesterday” in question was March 18, 1973. Ianthe Brautigan was duly sought for
comment. She couldn’t say for sure if her father had been in New York that day. “Perhaps he
was visiting his agent”, she suggested.
What bemused Rishi was the report’s implicit assumption that the poem was
essentially a work of non-fiction - that is must refer to an actual March 18 on which it really did
snow in New York and Brautigan was there to see it. Was this a case of literalism taken to
impressive but unnecessary lengths? Or a fair reflection of the author’s interest in such data as
may be revealed by rivet-counting or, in his most popular novel (and the next in line for
discussion), Trout Fishing in America, a full record of “The Trips and the Trout Lost”? Rishi
answered with a poem of his own: “22 March, Working in an Office on Berners Streets”:
“Nothing has happened to me // except that the sun has come out / for the first time in my life”;
“In 38 years’ time, the Met Office and the news app // won’t be able to tell you what happened
but trust me, / it’s as true as the expression on your face right now”.
It reminded me of other Brautigan poems such as the one in which John Donne looks
out of a window (“it is just beginning to rain this April morning”) and “Alas, Measured
Perfectly”, describing a photograph of two old women, that the poet dates to Saturday, August
25, 1888, and time to 5.20pm. One of them is “sitting in a chair with a dog in her / lap”. The

other is “looking at / some flowers”. “Perhaps the women are / happy, but then it is Saturday,
August / 25, 1888. 5:21 P.M., and all over...”. And that’s when the time-of-death mystery came
sullenly back to mind, too.
So now the pattern is set. We’re still in the basement, still picking through the novels
and poems. Ianthe Brautigan came over at the end of June, happily joining in with a meeting
about her father’s “Gothic Western” The Hawkline Monster, and a trip to Wales for an
appearance at the inaugural Dinefwr Literature Festival (apparently, there is a disproportionate
number of Brautigan fans in Wales). I have no idea if it’s a revival or not - right now, it hardly
seems to matter.

Michael Caines, Times Literary Supplement, July 20, 2012

“... everyday someone somewhere picks up a Brautigan book and discovers their new
favourite writer. These new readers seek ways to respond to the inspiration Brautigan
provides their own creative thinking. In many parts of the world, finding such
camaraderie is difficult. Each person's response to Brautigan is personal and perhaps
not easily shared. But, when a group of people coalesce around a shared and
collaborative response, like The Brautigan Book Club, the results are both powerful
and magical.“ - John Barber

Calendula
My friends worry and they tell me
about it.
They talk of the world
ending of darkness and disaster.
I always listen gently and then
say: No, it's not going to end. This
is only the beginning, as this book
is only a beginning.
from Please Plant This Book,
Richard Brautigan, 1968

The Brautigan Book Club, London 2012
www.brautiganbookclub.co.uk

www.saltpeterproductions.co.uk

